
ECE 8803: Online Decision Making in Machine Learning Fall 2021

Lecture 20: November 3

Lecturer: Vidya Muthukumar

Disclaimer: These notes have not been subjected to the usual scrutiny reserved for formal
publications. They may be distributed outside this class only with the permission of the
Instructor. Last lecture, we introduced the basic framework for dynamic programming

to compute an optimal policy in a dynamic environment, where actions impact not only
immediate rewards but also have delayed consequences (as they alter the state of the system).
This framework critically assumed exact knowledge of how actions impact state evolution
(also commonly called the system dynamics); in practice, we often do not have this knowledge.
Colloquially speaking, the field of reinforcement learning (RL) addresses the question of how
to learn the optimal policy in an a-priori unknown dynamic environment, by taking actions
and observing samples of the state evolution. Before formally defining RL, we briefly recap
notation and models that will be used for today’s lecture.

20.1. Recap of notation and models

Our model for state evolution (dynamics) constitutes a Markov Decision Process with a
finite number of states and actions. Concretely,

• S denotes the finite state space.

• A denotes the finite set of actions that can be taken at any state.

• P denotes the set of transition probabilities; in particular, P (s′|s, a) denotes the
probability that we transition from state s to state s′ given that action a was played.

• r denotes the set of immediate rewards; in particular, r(s, a) denotes the immediate
reward that we would obtain if we played action a in state s.

Figure 20.1 is a simple schematic of a MDP. To model delayed impacts of actions, we
need to introduce a horizon for sequential decision-making. Last lecture, we introduced two
popular models for this:

• The finite-horizon model, in which we begin at state s1 at time step 1 and we sequentially
make decisions until we end at time step H. Under this model, our summary decision
is given by a policy π := (π1, . . . , πH), where for every step h, πh : S → A constitutes
a mapping from state space to action space. For example, if we reach state sh at step
h, the policy π will recommend action ah := πh(sh). Under the finite-horizon model,
the total reward, commonly called the value function, of policy π is given by

V π(s1) := Eπ,P

[
H∑
h=1

r(sh, πh(sh))

]
, (20.1)
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Figure 20.1: A simple MDP with 3 states s0, s1, s2 and 2 actions a0, a1.

and an optimal policy π∗ is one that maximizes the value function V π(s1). Last lecture,
we stepped through the classic dynamic programming algorithm, that computes an
optimal policy π∗ with runtime given by O(|S||A|H).

• The infinite-horizon discounted model, in which we begin at state s0 at time step 0 and
the horizon H =∞, but rewards are discounted over time at a rate given by γ ∈ (0, 1).
Under this model, the value function of a policy π := (π1, π2, . . . , ) is given by

V π(s0) := Eπ,P

[ ∞∑
h=0

γh · r(sh, πh(sh))

]
, (20.2)

and again, an optimal policy π∗ is one that maximizes the value function V π(s1). The
infinite-horizon nature of the discounted model leads to an elegant solution to optimal
policy computation: there always exists a stationary1 policy π∗stat := (π∗, π∗, . . . , ) that
maximizes the value function V π(s0). As a result, it suffices to optimize over (and
learn) stationary policies under the discounted model. Henceforth, while discussing
the discounted model we will only consider stationary policies πstat := (π, π, . . . , ), and
we will denote them by π as shorthand.

1. You may very reasonably ask why, intuitively, a stationary policy becomes optimal. For this, it helps to
think of the discounted model as one with a random horizon that could in theory be infinite, but is of
length 1

1−γ
in expectation. Then, the discounted model leads to the following special property: regardless

of where we are in the decision-making process, our expected horizon ahead is always given by 1
1−γ

, and
we would make decisions in the same way regardless of whether we are at round 3, 10, or 10000.
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20.2. What is RL all about?

The dynamic programming algorithm, which you glimpsed last lecture, computes the optimal
policy π∗ := (π∗1, . . . , π

∗
H) in the finite-horizon model. Analogous algorithms (which we

will see in more detail next week) exist to compute the optimal stationary policy in the
infinite-horizon discounted model. These algorithms critically assume knowledge of the
transition probabilities P , i.e. the dynamics, and the immediate rewards r.

The reinforcement learning problem addresses the situation under which we do not know
the transition dynamics or the immediate rewards under the model beforehand. In essence,
RL algorithms seek to:

• make decisions and collect samples of the MDP

• use these samples to learn an approximately optimal policy.

• do all of this in a sample-efficient and computationally efficient manner.

RL algorithms are at the forefront of several exciting successes in machine learning
practice, ranging from game playing to robotics to protein folding. However, RL is still
an emerging and active field of research—the empirical state-of-the-art in algorithm design
remains in flux, and we do not have a good mathematical understanding of several aspects
of RL algorithms. Below, we summarize three core challenges involved in understanding
how and why RL works. In addition to these core challenges, several bells and whistles
underly the practical success of RL (examples of buzzwords that you may have heard are
“experience replay”, “self-play” and “Monte Carlo tree search”). Alternative paradigms to
RL, such as batch RL, imitation learning, and inverse RL, also hold a lot of promise in
many applications. We will briefly discuss all of these, and how they relate to/use the online
decision-making milieu, in the week of November 15-19.

20.2.1 Core challenge 1: generalization

A starting fundamental question is how many samples are required of the MDP to learn an
approximately optimal policy, and what types of algorithms successfully learn with minimal
such samples. This measure is commonly called sample complexity, and typically will scale
with the effective problem size — in this case, increase with three parameters: the size of
the state space |S|, the size of the action space |A|, and the horizon (which is H in the
finite-horizon model and effectively 1

1−γ in the discounted model). We will see, today, that
the sample complexity of learning the optimal policy scales linearly in both |S| and |A|,
and is in fact better than the sample complexity of learning the full MDP — which scales
linearly in the total number of parameters, given by O(|S|2|A|).

However, in several real-world applications of RL the state space is extremely large
(e.g. on the order of 106!), and even approaches that scale linearly in the size of the state
space |S| are not acceptable in practice. Therefore, most state-of-the-art RL approaches
approximate some property of the MDP by a parametric function class, ranging from linear
models to neural networks. While more complex function classes can better approximate
the underlying properties of the MDP, they also turn out to lead to significant additional
complexities both in effective learning and efficient implementation; the choice of function
approximation in practice is often done ad-hoc rather than through some enduring principle.
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We will discuss function approximation principles at a high level during the week of November
15-19.

20.2.2 Core challenge 2: exploration

The second key challenge in designing RL algorithms is facilitating efficient exploration.
When we obtain our n-th sample of the MDP, we are in state sn and we need to make
a choice of action an accordingly; this choice will not only influence our current reward,
but also the state evolution sn → sn+1. Intuitively, we would want to select actions that
adaptively explore parts of the state space that have not been visited that often yet, so that
we can learn more about them to construct our optimal policy. If we knew the transition
probabilities of the MDP, we could do this in a principled manner; in reality, we are only
working from past samples of the MDP. How, then, do we explore the state space efficiently?
We will see (in next week’s lectures) that principles from bandit algorithms are heavily used
to leverage efficient exploration in RL.

20.2.3 Core challenge 3: optimization

Finally, the third key challenge in designing RL algorithms is optimization. Several of the
most popular RL algorithms take the route of learning to directly optimize the policy from
samples, setting up this problem as one of stochastic optimization. One of the most notable
such approaches is called the natural policy gradient algorithm. Unfortunately, even for the
simplest RL problems with finite state and action spaces, the ensuing optimization problem
becomes non-convex; therefore, understanding the propertiies of the policy gradient and
its variants is highly non-trivial. Nevertheless, we do now have a better understanding
of its properties, and this better understanding has paved the way for new policy-based
algorithmic improvements. We will discuss these “policy-based” methods next week.

20.3. Model-based RL

In today’s lecture, we will examine very simple, efficiently implementable “model-based” RL
algorithms, and show that they are essentially optimal in their guarantees for a finite-state,
finite-action MDP. In essence, these algorithms collect samples, estimate the parameters
of the MDP as (P̂ , r̂), and compute the optimal policy under the estimated MDP using
the dynamic programming principle that we saw last lecture. To complete this description,
we need to specify a sampling model. In today’s lecture, we will study this model-based
algorithm under the simpler “generative model” assumption.

20.3.1 Generative model

The generative model, also commonly called the parallel sampling model, assumes that
we have m samples of each of the state-action pairs (s, a) ∈ S × A. As a result, we have
n := m|S||A| samples overall, and our sample complexity will be accordingly defined by
the number n. Corresponding to each state-action pair (s, a), we observe samples of the
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transited state and reward, given by

S′1(s, a), S′2(s, a), . . . , S′m(s, a) i.i.d ∼ P (s′|s, a) ,and (20.3a)

R1(s, a), R2(s, a), . . . , R′m(s, a) i.i.d ∼ r(s, a) (20.3b)

respectively. Note that this parallel-sampling model decouples the question of generalization
from that of exploration: because we always see every state-action pair, we do not have the
flexibility to adaptively sample specific state-action pairs yet. Additionally, we will assume
that the immediate rewards are always bounded between [0, 1].

The model-based approach will use these parallel samples to construct estimates of the
MDP, and use these in a “plug-in” fashion to estimate the optimal value function, and the
optimal policy. We now describe the basic approach, and formalize the sample complexity
objective.

20.3.2 Model-based algorithm and goal

First, we define the basic model-based approach to RL.

Definition 1 The model-based approach uses the samples in Equation (20.3) and estimates
an optimal policy π̂ in the following manner:

• Step 1: Estimate the MDP P̂ , r̂ from the m|S||A| samples in the following manner:
for every (s, a, s′) ∈ S ×A× S, we have

P̂ (s′|s, a) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

I[S′i(s, a) = s′],

and for every (s, a) ∈ S ×A, we have

r̂(s, a) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

Ri(s, a).

(If this hurts your head to look at, note that these are simply the sample means of the
transition probabilities and the rewards.)

• Step 2: Compute the optimal policy under the estimated MDP (P̂ , r̂), and denote it
by π̂. For the finite-horizon model, this is simply given by π̂ = (π̂1, . . . , π̂H) and is
computed via the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm that we saw last lecture. For the
infinite-horizon discounted model, this is given by the stationary policy π̂ = (π̂, π̂, . . . , ),
where π̂ will be computed via a DP-style algorithm that we will see in detail next lecture.
In both cases, this step can be implemented efficiently, in linear time in |S| and |A|.

20.3.3 Sample complexity guarantee

The model-based approach is on the simpler side of RL algorithms, and has a very intuitive
principle: the more samples of the MDP we have, a better estimate we can get of the model.
Then, we would hope that the optimal policy that we derive under this approximate model
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is close to the true optimal policy. We introduce the precise definition of sample complexity
below2, which we will use to formalize this intuition.

Definition 2 We denote δ ∈ (0, 1) to be a failure probability, and ε > 0 as a desired
error tolerance. Then, an approach is said to have sample complexity N(|S|, |A|, H, ε, δ) or
N(|S|, |A|, 1

1−γ , ε, δ) if we are able to obtain a policy estimate π̂ such that

V ∗(s1)− V π̂(s1) ≤ ε for all s1 ∈ S with probability at least 1− δ.

Note here that the probability, as defined, is taken over the randomness in the samples that
are drawn from the generative model/parallel model.

In other words, the sample complexity denotes the minimal number of samples after which
our approach yields a policy π̂ that is ε-close to the optimal policy with probability at least
1− δ. Intuitively, we expect the sample complexity to:

• increase with |S|, as an increased state space increases the number of unknown
parameters

• increase with |A|, as an increased action space also increases the number of unknown
parameters

• increase with H or 1
1−γ , as the scale of the problem increases (this is, essentially, an

upper-bound on the value function of any policy in either the finite-horizon or the
discounted model).

• decrease with ε, as higher error tolerance is easier to meet.

• decrease with δ, as higher failure probability is easier to meet.

The following style of result basically confirms all of this intuition.

Theorem 3 Assume that the immediate rewards are bounded between [0, 1]. Then, the
model-based approach to RL achieves sample complexity that is given by

N(|S|, |A|, H, ε, δ) := |S||A| · poly(H) ·
log
(
|S||A|
δ

)
ε2

for finite-horizon model and (20.4)

N(|S|, |A|, γ, ε, δ) := |S||A| · poly

(
1

1− γ

)
·

log
(
|S||A|
δ

)
ε2

for discounted model (20.5)

We now interpret Theorem 3 by focusing on the dependences on the first three terms: state
size, action size, and horizon length (the dependence on ε and δ turn out to be well-known
in ML theory, and is actually intricately tied to Hoeffding bounds. You can verify them for
yourself for the case where |S| = 1, |A| = 1, which is a trivial MDP.)

2. The definition that is provided here is what is very commonly seen in ML and therefore in RL: statisticians
and information-theorists use related but notationally different definitions, preferring to write error rates
as a function of the number of samples rather than the other way round, as written here.
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20.3.3.1 Dependence on state and action size

Ignoring the dependence on the (effective or exact) horizon, Theorem 3 demonstrates that we
need, roughly, O(|S||A|) samples to estimate a good policy using this model-based approach.
It turns out that this many samples is needed by any RL algorithm, model-based or otherwise;
and so in a certain sense the model-based approach is in fact optimal! What is perhaps
surprising is that this sample complexity dependence is significantly smaller than the total
number of free parameters in the MDP, which is equal to |S|2 · |A| + |S||A|. (The first
term denotes the number of parameters in the transition probabilities and the second term
denotes the number of parameters in the immediate rewards). This shows that estimating
the optimal policy is easier than estimating the entire model accurately. In large-scale MDPs,
this improvement from |S|2 to |S| actually constitutes a significant saving.

Why is this the case? We provide some high-level intuition here for the case of the
discounted model, for which the optimal policy is given by the stationary policy π∗. First,
recall that we defined optimal Q-function, also called optimal action-value function, as:

Q∗(s, a) := r(s, a) + γEs′∼P (·|s,a)[V
∗(s′)].

In other words, the action-value function measures the value obtained in the infinite-horizon
model if we take action a at the first step, and play optimally thereafter.

Second, recall that the optimal stationary policy maximizes the Q-functions, i.e. we have
for every s ∈ S,

π∗(s) := arg maxa∈AQ
∗(s, a).

What this tells us is that if we have a good estimate of the Q-functions for every state-action
pair (s, a), we should be able to construct a good estimate of the optimal policy as well. And
this turns out to be the case (upto factors that depend on the effective horizon length, which
we briefly discuss at the end of the lecture). In any case, what this means is that we only
need to reliably estimate |S||A| parameters, rather than |S|2|A|, for reliable policy learning.
The proof of this fact uses Hoeffding’s lemma and the union bound over all state-action
pairs, repeatedly together with some clever manipulations the express the difference of true
and estimated Q-functions in terms of the difference in the estimated and true transition
probabilities. However, this is the basic idea that underlies how and why the proof works.
Similar ideas work for the finite-horizon case as well (where the Q-functions will depend on
the time step h). See additional references for more details on the proof if you are interested.

20.3.3.2 Dependence on effective horizon

In this lecture note, we have not discussed the dependence on either horizon (whether exactly
H or effectively 1

1−γ ) in the sample complexity bounds on model-based RL. While it is
relatively easy to get a polynomial dependence on the horizon of some kind, understanding
what the optimal degree of that polynomial is (is it quadratic? linear? to the power 5?) turns
out to be a significantly more thorny question. Spiritually, the dependence on the horizon
arises from the fact that it upper bounds the value functions in both the finite-horizon
and discounted case, and these upper bounds show up both in repeated application of the
Hoeffding bound and the aforementioned manipulations. Recent sophisticated techniques
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(see the additional references) have shown that the contribution from the Hoeffding bound
can be significantly reduced, by leveraging stronger tail inequalities than the Hoeffding
bound that we did not discuss in this course. The eventual dependence of H3 or 1

(1−γ)3 has

also been shown to be the best possible obtainable rate (again, see additional references).

20.4. Additional references and notes

• For self-contained proofs of Theorem 3 that start with the simplest (naive) approach
and increase in complexity, see the course slides by Wen Sun from Cornell: https:

//wensun.github.io/CS6789_data/Sample_Complexity.pdf. These are based in
part on Chapter 2 of https://rltheorybook.github.io/rltheorybook_AJKS.pdf.

• The initial guarantees for model-based algorithms that scale linearly in |S|, |A| were
due to Kearns and Singh (1999) and (Kakade, 2003, Chapter 9). The sophisticated
approaches that improve the dependence on effective horizon are due to Azar et al.
(2013) and more recently, Agarwal et al. (2020).

• Model-based approaches receive relatively less media buzz, but they are making a
comeback in several aspects of RL. See, e.g. https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.08253.

• In the analogous model of linear dynamical systems (i.e. state xt and xt+1 = Axt +
But + Wt), the model-based algorithm that we have defined is commonly called
certainty equivalence control and has been used for a long time in the control theory
community. Recently, it was shown Tu and Recht (2019) to be strictly superior to the
more popular “model-free” alternatives (Q-learning and policy gradient, which we will
learn more about next week).
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 3 (dependence on |S|, |A|)

In this section, we provide a proof of Theorem 3 that is optimal in its dependence on |S|, |A|
(but not the dependence on the effective horizon). This is optional reading for students who
are interested in the details, and the outline follows the course slides by Wen Sun from Cornell:
https://wensun.github.io/CS6789_data/Sample_Complexity.pdf. (These, in turn, are
based on Chapter 2 of https://rltheorybook.github.io/rltheorybook_AJKS.pdf.) This
proof is provided for the discounted case: similar ideas would work for the finite-horizon
model.

Before we provide the proof, we need some more notation, which we define below.

• We write P ∈ R|S||A|×|S| as a (rectangular) transition probability matrix, where
P(s,a),s′ := P (s′|s, a).

• For a given (stationary) policy π : S → A, we overload notation and define P π ∈
R|S||A|×|S||A| as a (square) policy-specific transition matrix, where

P π(s,a),(s′,a′) =

{
P (s′|s, a) if a′ = π(s′)

0 otherwise.

• We define Q∗ := {Q∗(s, a)}(s,a)∈S×S in the usual way, and Qπ := {Qπ(s, a)}(s,a)∈S×S ,
where

Qπ(s, a) := r(s, a) + γEs′∼P (s′|s,a)
[
V π(s′)

]
.

This policy-specific Q-function evaluates the value as a function of taking action a in
the current round, and following policy π thereafter.

With all of this, it is a worthwhile exercise to verify for yourself that we can write

Qπ = r + γPV π = r + γP πQπ

=⇒ Qπ = (I − γP π)−1r. (20.6)

Since Q∗ := Qπ∗ , this also gives us

Q∗ = (I − γP π∗)−1r. (20.7)

We will use these equations now to prove our result. Note that the model-based method
gives us an estimate of the transitions given by P̂s′|s,a for all (s, a, s′). This leads to aggregate

estimates of the transition matrices P̂ and P̂ π for every policy π (including the optimal
policy π∗), and an estimate of the optimal policy π̂∗. This gives us

Q̂π = (I − γP̂ π)−1r for any policy π, and so

Q̂∗ := Q̂π̂∗ = (I − γP̂ π̂∗)−1r.

Remember that we want to show that the estimated optimal policy π̂∗ achieves performance
that is close to the true optimal policy π∗. It turns out to suffice to show that the estimated
optimal Q-function is close to the true optimal Q-function in all its coordinates, i.e. that

‖Q̂∗ −Q∗‖∞ ≤ ε (20.8)

https://wensun.github.io/CS6789_data/Sample_Complexity.pdf
https://rltheorybook.github.io/rltheorybook_AJKS.pdf
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for some small value of ε > 0. We do not provide a proof of this fact, but we describe
the intuition. Note that for every s ∈ S, π∗(s) = arg maxaQ

∗(s, a). Therefore, if we have
estimates Q̂∗(s, a) for every state-action pair (s, a), we should also expect the derived optimal
policies π̂∗(s) to be not too far from the true optimal policy π∗(s). Formally, this turns out
to be true aside possible extra dependences on the effective horizon 1

1−γ (that can also be
avoided; see, e.g. Agarwal et al. (2020)).

We will devote the rest of the proof to showing Equation (20.8) for some value of ε that
is a function of m, where m is the number of samples of each state-action pair. We will see
that the ensuing bound will improve the sample complexity to O(|S||A|) from O(|S|2|A|).
We start with a key lemma, whose proof we provide later.

Lemma 4 We have

‖Q̂∗ −Q∗‖∞ ≤
γ

1− γ
‖(P̂ − P )V ∗‖∞. (20.9)

Armed with Lemma 4, it turns out that the proof is completed via Hoeffding bounds (again!).
From Equation (20.9), it suffices to upper bound γ

1−γ ‖(P̂ − P )V ∗‖∞. We now note that

‖(P̂ − P )V ∗‖∞ = max
(s,a)∈S×A

[∑
s′∈S

P̂ (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′)−
∑
s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′)

]
,

and thus we need to upper bound the max of |S||A| deviations. Roughly speaking, this is
why we are ultimately able to get an improved sample complexity dependence of O(|S||A|).

We now show this formally by considering each of the deviation terms
∑

s′∈S P̂ (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′)−∑
s′∈S P (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′). We will control each of these using Hoeffding’s inequality. For every

sample i = 1, . . . ,m, let Si(s, a) ∈ S denote a random transition that arises from starting in
state s and playing action a. Then, we write the random variable Gi(s, a) := V ∗(Si(s, a)),
and we can verify the following two equations:

µ(s, a) := E[Gi(s, a)] =
∑
s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′)

µ̂m(s, a) :=
1

m

m∑
i=1

Gi(s, a) =
∑
s′∈S

P̂ (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′).

These equations tell us that it suffices to upper-bound |µ̂m(s, a)−µ(s, a)| as a function of the
number of samples m. To apply Hoeffding’s inequality, we use the fact that the immediate
rewards r(s, a) are bounded between 0 and 1; therefore, for any policy π and any starting
state s0 we have

V π(s0) = E

[ ∞∑
h=0

γhr(sh, ah)

]
≤
∞∑
h=0

γh =
1

1− γ
.

This implies that Gi(s, a) ∈
[
0, 1

1−γ

]
. Applying Hoeffding’s lemma then gives us

P [|µ̂m(s, a)− µ(s, a)| ≥ t] ≤ 2 exp

(
− 2mt2

1
(1−γ)2

)
= 2 exp(−2m(1− γ)2t2).
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Then, substituting t := 1
1−γ ·

√
log(2|S||A|/δ)

2m gives us

|µ̂m(s, a)− µ(s, a)| ≤ 1

1− γ
·
√

log(2|S||A|/δ)
2m

(20.10)

with probability at least 1− δ
|S||A| . Then, taking a union bound over all state-action pairs

gives us

max
(s,a)∈S×A

[∑
s′∈S

P̂ (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′)−
∑
s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′)

]
= max

(s,a)∈S×A
|µ̂m(s, a)− µ(s, a)|

≤ 1

1− γ
·
√

log(2|S||A|/δ)
2m

with probability at least 1− δ.
Putting everything together, we then get

‖Q̂∗ −Q∗‖∞ ≤
γ

1− γ
‖(P̂ − P )V ∗‖∞ ≤

γ

(1− γ)2
·
√

log(2|S||A|/δ)
2m

(20.11)

with probability at least 1− δ. To complete our proof of Theorem 3, we now ask what value
of m will give rise to ‖Q̂∗ −Q∗‖∞ ≤ ε for a desired error tolerance ε. Looking at the right
hand side of Equation (20.11) gives us

m ≥ γ2

(1− γ)4
· log(|S||A|/δ)

2ε2
.

Since we take m samples for every state-action pair, the total sample complexity is given by

N := m|S||A| ≥ |S||A| · γ2

(1− γ)4
· log(|S||A|/δ)

2ε2
,

which is clearly linear in the size of the state space and action space, and satsfies the other
desiderata in Theorem 3 (polynomial in the effective horizon length 1

1−γ , logarithmic in 1
δ ,

and with a 1
ε2

dependence on the error tolerance ε).

Our proof of Theorem 3 is complete, aside the proof of the key lemma Lemma 4. We
conclude by providing a self-contained proof of this lemma.

A.1 Proof of Lemma 4

We conclude this subsection with a proof (sketch) of Lemma 4 that is mostly clever algebraic
manipulations. We begin with a convenient “simulation” lemma.

Lemma 5 For any policy π, we have

Qπ − Q̂π = γ(I − γP̂ π)−1(P − P̂ )V π. (20.12)
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Proof This proof is a particularly clever algebraic manipulation. From Equation (20.6)
and the equations below that, we have

r = (I − γP π)Qπ.

This gives us

Q̂π = (I − γP̂ π)−1r

= (I − γP̂ π)−1(I − γP π)Qπ,

which in turn gives us

Qπ − Q̂π = Qπ − (I − γP̂ π)−1(I − γP π)Qπ

= (I − γP̂ π)−1(I − γP̂ π)Qπ − (I − γP̂ π)−1(I − γP π)Qπ

= (I − γP̂ π)−1((I − γP̂ π)− (I − γP π))Qπ

= γ(I − γP̂ π)−1(P π − P̂ π)Qπ

= γ(I − γP̂ π)−1(P − P̂ )V π.

which completes the proof of the simulation lemma. The first equality substitutes the
expression for Q̂π. The second equality uses the fact that the matrix I − γP̂ π is square and
invertible. The third equality takes out (I − γP̂ π)−1 as a common factor. The fourth equal-
ity simplifies the term ((I−γP̂ π)−(I−γP π)). The fifth equality uses that PV π = P πQπ.

Lemma 5, the “simulation” lemma, is useful for proving Lemma 4. First, note that

Q∗ − Q̂∗ = Q∗ − Q̂π̂∗

� Q∗ − Q̂π∗ = Qπ∗ − Q̂π∗

= γ(I − γP̂ π∗)−1(P − P̂ )V π∗ .

Above, the vector-inequality is because π̂∗ is optimal under the estimated MDP (and better
than π∗, in particular), and the last equality is due to the simulation lemma. It turns out
that we can similarly show that

Q̂∗ −Q∗ � γ(I − γP̂ π∗)−1(P − P̂ )V π∗ .

Putting these together gives us

‖Q̂∗ −Q∗‖∞ ≤ ‖γ(I − γP̂ π∗)−1(P − P̂ )V π∗‖∞
≤ γ

1− γ
· ‖(P − P̂ )V π∗‖∞,

which is the desired statement and completes the proof. Note that the last inequality applies
because P̂ π∗ is a probability matrix.
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